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186, 
Friday, May Twenty-seventh, 
Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-eight 
Ten-thirty a.m. 
Halenbeck Hall 
St. Cloud State University 
Social Sciences Education Fine ~s. and Business Science and 
College of ~ College of ~ College of ~ College of ~ College of 
Human1t1es Technology 
Pre-Commencement Concert 
St. Cloud State University Concert Band 
"Olympic Fanfare" by John Williams 
"Dreams on the Ocean" by Josef Gung'l/Roger Barrett 
"Pineapple Poll" by Arthur Sullivan/Charles Mackerras 
"Air Varie: The Carnival of Venice" by D. W. Reeves 
'The Stars and Stripes Forever" by John Philip Sousa 
MACE BFARER DAVID J. ERNEST, Professor 
Music 
MARSHALS JUNE M. GOEMER, Associate Professor 
Health Education and Traffic Safety 
LEE J. GUITETER, Professor 
Art 
JFS5IE G. HARPER, Professor 
Sociology/ Anthropology 
L MARILYN STINSON, Professor 
Business Education and Office Administration 
DWAINE R. TAIIBNf, Professor 
Management and Finance 
JUDITII L TORRENCE, Professor 
Biological Sciences 
FACUL1Y UNE LEADERS MEHROO COOPER, Assistant Professor 
Chemistry 
RICHARD D. LEWIS, Professor 
Histoiy 
ANNOUNCERS ROBERT D. KENDALL, Professor 
Speech Communication 
IAURINDA W. PORTER, Assistant Professor 
Speech Communication 
HOODING CEREMONY WAYNE M. GIIDSE1H, Dean 
School of Graduate and Continuing Studies 
EUZABE1H S. VAN PELT, Professor 
English 
Sf. CIDUD RICHARD K. HANSEN, Director of Bands 
Sf ATE UNIVERSI1Y Assistant Professor 
CONCERT BAND Music 
SONG LEADER J. HUGH GIVENS, Assistant Professor 
Music 









PRESENTATION OF 1HE 
GRADUATING CIA5S 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
*MUSIC 




• Audience please stand 
G R 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, presiding 
''KONIGSMARSCH" 
By Richard Strauss 
Arranged by Roger Barrett 
• American Premier Performance 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, President 
''AMERICA THE BEAlffIFUL" 
By Samuel A Ward 
Arranged by Carmen Dragon 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
EIMER L ANDERSEN 
Former Governor, State of Minnesota 
"THE VIENNA PHILHARMONIC FANFARE" 
By Richard Strauss and 
A 
"THE MARCH SEQUENCE AND REPRISE FROM TURANDOT" 
By Giacomo Puccini/Roger Barrett 
STEPHEN L WEBER, Vice President 
Academic Affairs 
WAYNE M. GIIDSE'1H, Dean, School of 
Graduate and Continuing Studies 
JAMES M. KEllY, Dean, College of Business 
OWEN A HAGEN, Acting Dean, College of Education 
DONAID E. SIKKINK, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
and Humanities 
WUISE H. JOHNSON, Dean, College of Science and Technology 
RAYMOND H. MERRITT, Dean, College of Social Sciences 
DENNIS C. FIEIDS, Professor, Leaming Resources 
Services and Center for Information Media 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, President 
"UNIVERSII'Y HYMN" 
By Harvey Waugh and Amy Dale 
Arranged by Roger Barrett 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
''HOMAGE TO PEROTIN" 




Master of Arts 
MITCHEU.JAMES AI.BERS 
Biology: Aquatic 





Advisor: Lester E. lindstrom 
Clearwater 
CAROLE ]FAN HORNBY GERNE.5 
Biology 
Advisor: John C. Cronn 
Anoka 
MARK C. GERNE.5 
Biology: 
Botany 
Advisor: John C. Cronn 
New London 
SABRINA SUZANNE SALES GRISE 
Art: 
Fibers 
Advisor: Merle H. Sykora 
Stanchfield 
ROXANNE MARIA HEIZLER 
Art: Photography 
Advisor: Theodore Sherarts 
St. Cloud 
STEVEN WAYNE IAROQUE 
Biology: 
Wildlife Management 
Advisor: Alfred H. Grewe 
Grand Rapids 
JOANNE HAGEN I.OVOID 
Special Studies: Writing About Human 
Behavior 
Advisor: Judith M. Kilborn 
Willmar 
KAREN IARSEN MORRIS 
English 




Advisor: Philip Keith 
Marshall 
STEPHEN A RUDNICKI 
Art: 
Printmaking 




Advisor: Sidney F. P-arham 
Yankton, South Dakota 
BARBARA WHIPPLE 
English 
Advisor: Armand E. Falk 
St. Cloud 
Master of Business 
Administration 
ALEXANDRA LYNNE ANDREOTIOIA 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
St. Cloud 
DALE WIWAM GREEN 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
little Falls 
GREGORY NICHOI.SON HIGHf 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
Brainerd 
NANCY Ell.EN SERY HUNSTAD 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
St. Cloud 
JOSEPH AIAN KARRAS 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
River Falls, Wisconsin 
KAREN 1HIELEN MARKWARDT 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
Brooklyn Center 
DAVID EUGENE PECK 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
Bemidji 
SCOTT PHILIP POWERS 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
St. Cloud 
CARID SCHWINN 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
St. Cloud 
BARBARA SCOTISTON 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
Anoka 
DONNA CORDEIL STERNBERG 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
St. Cloud 
THOMAS H. TIGGEIMR 
Advisor: Wayne G. little 
little Falls 
Master of Science 
SHERRI KAY AHRENS 
Criminal Justice 
Advisor: Francis B. Schreiber 
Redwood Falls 
SENA SUZANNE AIMOND 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Jana M. Preble 
P-arker, South Dakota 
FREDERICK CAROL ANDERSON 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: George Petrangelo 
lake Norden, South Dakota 
BERNARD JAY BEillNG 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Arthur Redding 
St. Cloud 
STEPHEN J. BRI&5ETI 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: George Petrangelo 
Duluth 
IBOMAS CRAIG BROUGHfEN 
Counseling: 
Secondaty School Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Jana M. Preble 
Litchfield 
JONI KAY BURGIN-HARTSHORN 
Educational Administration: 
Secondaty School Administration Track 
Advisor: Elaine L Leach 
Grantsburg, Wisconsin 
BERTON C. CHAMBERIAIN 
Educational Administration: 
Elementaty School Administration Track 
Advisor: Gaty A Dill 
Anoka 
MARJORIE JOSEPHINE COLE 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John C. Hotz 
little Falls 
CYNIHIA RAE CUMMINGS 
Special Studies: Early Adolescent 
Curriculum + P-arenting Education 
Advisor: Russell H. Schmidt 
Glenwood 
CYNIHIA S. DA5CH 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John C. Hotz 
Waite P-ark 
JOHN A DEVINE 
Educational Administration: 
Elementaty School Administration Track 
Advisor: Gaty A Dill 
Monticello 
DANIEL HOWARD DODGE 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John E. Mason 
Cold Spring 
MONIQUE THERF.SA DUBORE 
Communication Disorders 
Advisor: Martin A Kammermeier 
Warren 
JOHN R FAIRBANKS 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John C. Hotz 
Bemidji 
MARY ANN FIEBIGER 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: George Petrangelo 
Northfield 
JANET EVANS GAUAGHER 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Advisor: David G. Rydberg 
St. Cloud 
JOYCE MARIE HAMERLlK 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Jana M. Preble 
St. Cloud 
STEVEN OONAID HIIL 
Physical Education 
Advisor: John M. Kelly 
Glenwood 
11-JERESE WRRAINE HOVEN 
Communication Disorders 
Advisor: Martin A Kammermeier 
Waseca 
NANCY DAHL JOHNSON 
Curriculum and Instruction: Middle/ 
Junior High School Education Track 
Advisor: Iany M. Putbrese 
Cold Spring 
BARBARA ANN KEARN 
Special Education 
Advisor: Sandra C. Reese 
Buffalo 
MARGARET M. KLECKER 
Special Education 
Advisor: Eva M. Gadberry 
St.Joseph 
TAMARA KAY KOI.B-CAMPION 
Curriculum and Instruction: Middle/ 
Junior High School Education Track 
Advisor: Iany M. Putbrese 
Ortonville 
OONAID E. KOi.BERT 
Industrial Studies 
Advisor: William J. Lacroix 
Stewartville 
KAAREN MARIE IAMUSGA 
Communication Disorders 




Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Jana M. Preble 
Princeton 
CAROLANN QI.SON WOMIS 
Educational Administration: 
Secondary School Administration Track 
Advisor: Gary A Dill 
St. Cloud 
CATI-IERINE ANN MAERTENS 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: David J.' Lesar 
St.Joseph 
BARBARA EILEN MATHSON 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Terrance Peterson 
Baxter 
JOE ERWIN MERRIIL 
Industrial Studies 
Advisor: Gerald E. Nestel 
Glenwood 
JEAN MARIE MIILER 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Jana M. Preble 
Maple Grove 
JEFFERY SCOTI MIILER 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John C. Hotz 
St. Cloud 
NEILENE WECKWER1H MISSUNG 
Special Education 
Advisor: Floyd W. Ayers 
Plymouth 
RENEE CATI-IERINE MOONEY 
Reading Consultant 
Advisor: Roger L Rouch 
Maple Lake 
HOILY ANN MUNSON 
Special Education 
Advisor: Frederick D. Reese 
Minneapolis 
MARY RUHIAND NEIDERMEIER 
Music: 
Piano Pedagogy Emphasis 





Advisor: Fred E. Hill 
Rice 
B. EWNE OOPKING ODE'ITE 
Curriculum and Instruction: Middle/ 
Junior High School Education Track 




Advisor: Francis B. Schreiber 
Penang, Malaysia 
SONJA RUIH REHBEIN 
Music: 
Music Education Emphasis 
Advisor: Kenton R. Frohrip 
Anoka 
ANDREA KATI-ILEEN ROBERGE 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: Arthur Redding 
Fridley 
BARBARA]. ROEBER 
Child and Family Studies: 
Special Needs Children 
Advisor: Pamela S. Mattick 
Madison, Wisconsin 
ANN WRRAINE ROILE 
Information Media: Educational Media 
Advisor: Steven Koyama 
St. Paul 
CAROL ROMAINE ROSS 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John C. Hotz 
Sauk Rapids 
KATHRYN ANN ROTH 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: John E. Mason 
Glencoe 
DAN WILLIAM SCHEER 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementaiy School Education Track 
Advisor: Edgar A Bavery 
Hutchinson 
JULlA ANNE SCHOBORG 
Communication Disorders 
Advisor: Martin A Kammermeier 
St. Cloud 
IAURA KAY SMITI-I 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: George Petrangelo 
Brainerd 
WIS JEAN SOLTIS 
Information Media: Human Resources 
Development/frainins 
Advisor: Dennis C. Fields 
St. Cloud 
CASEY EDWARD SfEELE 
Physical Education 
Advisor: Robert G. Waxlax 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 
PATRICK FRANCIS STOKES 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: David J. Lesar 
Foley 
WREE KAY SWANSON 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: George Petrangelo 
Kimball 
DALE CLIFTON SWARTOS 
Communication Disorders 
Advisor: Gerald W. lavoi 
Brookings, South Dakota 
KATI-II MELIN TI-IARAIDSON 
Educational Administration: 
Secondary School Administration Track 
Advisor: Donald M. Holden 
Pierz 
JODY LYNN MACARTHUR WALTER 
Communication Disorders 
Advisor: Joan Jacobson 
Alexandria 
MARILYN GOUID WENIGER 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Advisor: George Petrangelo 
St. Cloud 
MARY LYNNE WILLIAMS-GREENE 
Child and Family Studies 
Advisor: Pamela Sue Mattick 
Vermillion, South Dakota 
BETIY L SIMPSON WOLTERMAN 
Accounting 
Advisor: Sherman R. Roser 
Sartell 
Specialist 
JOHN FRANK GINDELE 
Information Media 
Advisor: Fred E. Hill 
Crystal 
JOSEPH GEORGE GINDELE 
Information Media 




!§I COLLEGE OF B~:~~BROWNJR 
Associate in Science 
BETSY MARIE YOUNG 
Silver Bay 
Bachelor of Science 
PATRICIA ANNE AARONS 
Cum Laude 
Redwood Falls 
JOHN C. ADAMS 
Bloomington 
IAURIE J. AHRENDT 
Cum Laude 
Chokio 





KYlE LOUIS ANDERSON 
St Cloud 
SCOTT ANDREW ARCAND 
White Bear lake 
CRISTOPHERJON ARENS 
Cokato 
ERIC IAVERGNE ARMOUR 
Danube 
SANDRA G. ASHLEY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elk River 
KAREN MARIE BARCUS 
Brooklyn Park 
BRYAN J. BELTRAND 
Wayuta 
MICHAEL T. BERG 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sanborn 
RICHARD AIAN BIANCHI-ROs.5I 
Coon Rapids 
IBOMAS All.EN BIIilNGS 
Rochester 
TERESA KAY BIRD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mendota Heights 
CURT W. BllTER 
Cum Laude 
Williams 
BRIAN ROBERT BLOCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
St.Joseph 





ROBERT MICHAEL BRAUSEN 
Buffalo 
TIMOTI-IY All.EN BRAY 
Crystal 
RICHARD JOHN BREl.A 
Winona 
MICHAEL H. BROKER 
St. Cloud 
Plymouth 
LFANN Rt.mi BUCK 
Tracy 
DANETIE MARIE BUIT.ER 
Austin 
JAY MICHAEL CAMPBEil. 
Minnetonka 




PATRICK MARSHAil. CASPER50N 
Savage 
JOHN DALE CAYLOR 
Cum Laude 
Spicer 
MYLES JULIAN CHAPMAN 
Richfield 
JACK V. CHRISfOPHER 
Maple Grove 
BRENDA LYNNE DEGE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Canby 
BRIAN WIWAM DIEM 
Delano 
CATI-IY LYNN DIETEL 
Zimmerman 
NANCYJOANNE Dm.EVSON 




CYNlHIA L DOMINICK 
Pierz 
JODY ANN DREYER 
Summa Cum Laude 
New York Mills 
JOHN DAVID D~ 
Summa Cum Laude 
Worthington 
HUGH CASPER EGGLER 
Stewartville 
STEVEN DENNIS EICHfEN 
Annandale 
AMi MARIE EICKHOFF 
Summa Cum Laude 
Belgrade 
LINDA I.FA ERDAHL 
Grey Eagle 
CRAIG PAUL ERICKSON 
Coon Rapids 
TODD AIDEN ERICKSON 
Mound 
CONNIE MAE FARREil. 
Marshall 
ELl2'ABE1H A FERRARI 
St. Cloud 




ROLF STAVIG FIGENSKAU 
Spicer 
MICHAELJAMES FINCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brainerd 
PATRICK BRIAN FITZGERAID 
St.Joseph 




JENNIFER H. FLICK 
New Prague 
JOYCE CAROL BECKER FREUND 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 




STEVEN C. FUS.W 
Royalton 
STEPHEN OOUGI.A5 GARDNER 
Aitkin 
MICHAEL KENNE1H GAY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Moose lake 
JAMES A GAZE1T 
St Cloud 
BEVERLY J. GEISENHOF 
Summa Cum Laude 
Long Prairie 
KEU.Y LYNN GENDRON 
International Falls 
LINDA MARIE GONDRINGER 
Avon 
GAIL ANN GRETSCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
St.Joseph 
HELEN MARY GRUNDHOEFER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
ROBERT RAY GUillCK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Anoka 




Magna Cum Laude 
St. Louis Park 
CAROLYN SUE KEs.5LER HAiliGER 




MICHAEL ROBERT HANEK 
Montgomery 
JEFFREY JOHN HANSEN 
Cold Spring 
WADE DEAN HANSEN 
Elk River 
JEFFREY AIAN HART 
Eagan 
DAVID FRANCIS HAYDEN 
Watertown 
SIRI LYNN HEWE 
Albert Lea 
SHARI LYNN HELMBRECHT 
Cum Laude 
New Brighton 
GORDON A HEs.5E 
Cold Spring 
DEAN ROBERT HIIDEBRANDT 
Butterfield 
PEGGY ANN HIUYARD 
Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids 
DAWN KAE HUNfER 
Big lake 




SCOTI AllEN IMHOFF 
Kasson 
MARK A ISCH 
New Hope 
KERMIT WIUARD IVERSON 
Albert Lea 
JASON CHRISTOPHER IWASKO 
Hastings 
JON M. JACOBS 
Maple Grove 
JULIE A JENSEN 
Merrifield 
DANNY L JOHNSON 
St. Cloud 
KIMBERLY A JOHNSON 
New Brighton 
KYIE JAY JOHNSON 
Fergus Falls 
SANDRA K KAISER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
EDWARD 1HOMAS KARSNIA 
International Falls 
IORA LYNN KELl.ER 
Eagan 
MAUREEN ANN KEUY 
Bloomington 
DEBORA LEE KEIZENBERG 
St. Cloud 
PATRICIA ANNE KINN 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
MICHAEL IOUIS KLEIN 
St. Cloud 
MICHELl.E MARIE KLINE 
Brooklyn Park 
BIANE KEVIN KOI.B 
Cum Laude 
Rochester 
TODD WIWAM KOPPEi.MAN 
Coon Rapids 
KIMBERLY KAY KRALL 
Baxter 
MARIAN I. KRON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
PEIBR CHARLES KRONIOKKEN 
Sacred Heart 
DARRYL A KUKOWSKI 




KEVIN LEE IARSON 
St. Cloud 
SUSAN MARIE JOHNSON LEMOINE 
International Falls 
DEBRA IOU LEISflKO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cologne 




DANIEL D. LIEN 
Marine-on-St. Croix 
CAROL ANN LINE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Claris.5a 
JEFFREY J. LOCH 
Watkins 
SUSAN MARIE IONGLEY 
Monticello 
KRISflNE LEE LUBKE 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
SHARON MARIE UJDOVISSIE 
Golden Valley 
ROBERT J. UJDWIG 
Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
CHARLES EDWARD LYONS II 
Golden Valley 
LISA E. MAHONEY 
Faribault 
MATIHEW G. MAIER 
Clearwater 
JOSEPH EDWARD MAKO 
lakeville 
IAURIE ANN MAKO 
lakeland 
ROBERT J. MALIDY 
Hastings 
MATTHIAS EINAR MATIHIASSON 
Reykjavik, Iceland 




1HOMAS KEUY MCGOUGH 
Golden Valley 
DALE SCOTI MCWRD 
Sauk Rapids 
SANDRA LEE MCIAUGHLIN 
Apple Valley 
AILEEN K MEINERS 
St. Cloud 
MAUREEN ANN MERGEN 
Albany 
PAMEIA ANN MEYER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Glenwood 
BRUCE ANTI-:IONY Mill.ER 
Roseville 
DAVID CHARLES Mill.ER 
Mendota Heights 
JAMES AllEN Mill.ER 
New Hope 
KHAIRUL HISHAM MOHD-AZIZAN 
St. Cloud 
SHARON M. MOSER 
Richmond 





RICHARD JOHN NELSON 




1HOMAS EDWARD NIEDERKORN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lester Prairie 
GREGORY RICHARD NIMIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ham lake 
GODWIN NNAMDI NWADIASHI 
Bendel, Nigeria 
JULIE KAY ORLOWSKI 
Glenwood 
FRANK MATIHEW OSGA 
St. Cloud 
1HOMAS G. PAULEY 
Babbitt 
ROXANNE MARIE PENDERGRAS.5 
St. Cloud 
DAVID SCOTI PERSSON 
Hibbing 
KATI-IY ANN PEIBRS 
Farmington 
DEBORAH MARIE PEIBRSEN 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
WIWAM B. PEIBRSEN JR. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
IOIS CARLSON PIRSIG 
Atwater 
CARRIE RENEE PIATHE 
Richfield 
DIANE LYNN PORTER 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo lake 
KIM IORI POYIHRFS5 
Bloomington 
PAUL 1HOMAS RADERMACHER 
Woodbury 
MARY KAY RAUENHORSf 
Magna Cum Laude 
Easton 
DANIEL PATRICK RAUSCH 




DAVID M. REKSfAD 
Little Falls 
JAY BRIAN RENSfED 
Maplewood 
AUDREY SUSANNE RETKA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Le Sueur 
STEVEN EVERETT ROBB 
Austin 
SARA IOUISE SCHIESHER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dexter 
JOHN AllEN SCHLENNER 
Wood lake 
JENNIFER ANN SCHMANSKI 
Big lake 
COLIN DANE SCHMIDT 
Wayzata 
SANDRA KAY SCHMIT 
St. Cloud 
STEPHEN JOSEPH SCHMITZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 





STEVEN J. SCHUEllER 
Tyler 
Jill MARIE SCHUETIE 
Cum Laude 
Chaska 
TI-IOMA5 JAMES SCHUNEMAN 
Sartell 
DANIEL EDWARD SCHUSTER 
St. Michael 
OOUGI.AS BRIAN SCHWAB 
Moorhead 
JODY ANN SCHWEGMAN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TI-IOMA5 JOSEPH SCREED EN 
Edina 
JOHN PATRICK SHEEHAN 
Blaine 
WIWAM JAMES SIMSER 
New Richland 
JON DAVID DEAN SIPE 
Princeton 
GARY MICHAEL SMITI-I 
Orono 
KEVIN J. SMUDE 
Minneapolis 
ERIC JON STACK 
Cum Laude 
Shakopee 
MARK LEROY STEEVES 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KEVIN ROBERT STROMAN 
Alberta 
DARRIN JAMES STIJHR 
Annandale 




JERENE ANNE TI-IROCKMORTON 
Woodbury 
RENEE ESTI-IER TITIJS 
Austin 
JULIE MARIE TOOGOOD 
Roseville 
DAVID PAUL TRUMMEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TAMARA ANN MALIKOWSKI TRUMMEL 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JOHN DAVID lWISK 
St. Paul 
JOHN LEONARD URICK 
Tower 
ROBERT NEILO VALENTINI 
Chisholm 
DAVID JAMES VOGEL 
Anoka 
TI-IOMA5 JOHN VOIGT 
St. Cloud 
DAVID JOHN VOIL 
Monticello 
CHRISTIAN W. VONHIRSCH 
Bergen, Norway 
RANOOIPH ARTI-IUR WACKER 
Albertville 
JEFFREY JOHN WAGNER 
Sauk Rapids 
ROBYN RENEE WAIT 
St. Cloud 
~COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Arts 
DEBORA KAY TESSMAN ASCHER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Richmond 
TAMMY JO BURR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cannon Falls 
JAMES WIWAM CHRISTENSEN 
Litchfield 
IAURA]EANINE DA VIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cottonwood 
PAULJOHN FEIKEMA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Canby 
JACQUELINE SUE FRENCH 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
SHARON LOUISE HIRT FUCHS 
Brook Park 
JOHN PATRICK HERBERT 
Chisholm 
JUDITI-l ANN BERG HOST 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MARCIA LYNN JOHN 
Browerville 
!AURIE SUE JOHNSON 
Long Prairie 
KATHRYN MARIE JONES 
Anoka 
DARIA MARIE JORGENSEN 
Bird Island 
MARK CHARLES LIGI-ITNER 
Blaine 
MARY EDNA LOCK 
Belgrade 
-SUSAN ELIZABE'IH MADER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Eagan 
AMY LOUISE MATI-IEWS 
Faribault 
PAUL ANTHONY MCLELIAN 
Cum Laude 
Edina 
SCOTT CHRISTOPHER MIILER 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
DEBRA CORRINE MUNSON 
Red Wing 
MARK JOSEPH WALSTROM 
Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Center 
JOEL H. WARNERT 
St. Cloud 
DEBRA ANN WEBER 
St. Cloud 
WIWAM MICHAEL WEISMAN 
Cum Laude 
Rockville 
DANIEL JOHN WEISS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Morris 
JOANNE MARIE WEILE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Pierz 
JEROME W. WENDORFF 
Summa Cum Laude 
Stewartville 
BRADLEY JAMES WHEELOCK 
Apple Valley 
OOUGI.AS W. WIIDER 
Cum Laude 
Minnetonka 
DAWN MARY WINKEIMAN 
St. Cloud 
RICHARD D. WOHLWEND JR. 
Brooklyn Park 
GREGORY TI-IOMA5 YANKOVEC 
West St. Paul 
ANITA MAE YUHAIA 
Nashwauk 
STEVEN W. ZAMZOW 
Morgan 
LISA ROSE ZIRBES 
Clear Lake 
KENNE1H E. MURPHY 
Grand Rapids 
SUSAN GABRIEILE NADFAU 
Lino Lakes 
HFATI-IER ANN NORTI-IOUSE 
Rochester 
SANDRA MARIE OEHI.KE 
Byron 
IGNATIUSUMEADIOKONKWO 
Anambra State, Nigeria 
LYNEITE LEE OLSON 
Becker 
RUTH I. S. OLSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
BRIAN PATRICK SAMMON 
Faribault 
MICHEILE M. SPEIKERS 
Watertown 
REED BARTON STOREY 
Austin 
VICKIE MARIE WAYfASHEK 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
JON MICHAEL YAGER 
Loretto 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
MARIA LYNN IAUDER 
Paynesville 
IRENE F. PETERS STEHLY 
Minneapolis 
GREGORY CHARLES STEPAN 
Brooten 
Bachelor of Science 
MICHELE MARIE ABEL 
St. Cloud 
MARTINA M. ADAMIC 
Cum Laude 
Ely 
JIU MARY ADEIMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Foley 
MICHAEL PETER ALVAREZ 
Brainerd 
CHRISTINE LEE SfORM ANDERSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alexandria 
JANICE L ANDERSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Annandale 
KEI5I L ANDERSON 
little Falls 
KIM MARIE ANDERSON 
Sacred Heart 
LOIS )FAN ANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Crosby, North Dakota 
MELI~ M. ARNOI.D 
Eden Valley 
JEFFREY DFAN A5FAHL 
Rochester 
DEBRA KAY A1llEY 
Braham 
JOYCUN CAROLE AUSflNG 
Freeport 
VIRGINIA E. BACHMANN 
Cum Laude 
Webster, South Dakota 
SHARON EDNA BARNETI 
Cum Laude 
Austin 
TINA MARIE BASTIANEW 
Eveleth 
CYNIHIA DIANE BAUER 
Gaylord 




RUIH DIANE BIERMA 
Cum Laude 
Iona 
MICHEILE MARY BLONIGEN 
Cum Laude 
Royalton 
PHIWP HERMAN BUJME 
Virginia 
JANEILE MARIE BRISCO 
Magna Cum Laude 
White Bear lake 
KAREN MARIE BUILERT 
Cum Laude 
Long Prairie 
LE.5U RUIH CAMPFAU 
Magna Cum Laude 
New Hope 
KEILY GRACE CARL50N 
Arden Hills 
REBECCA MARIE CARL50N 
Cum Laude 
Spicer 
CYNIHIA CAROL CA5WEIL 
Mora 
DAWN MARIE CHAUJPSKY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Platteville, Wisconsin 
USA ANN CHEVALIER 
DeGrafI 
SHARON KAY CHRISfIANSON 
Bloomington 
DAGNY CRONIN COWEIL 
Minnetonka 





North St. Paul 
KIM MARIE DUPONT 
Buffalo 
USA MARIA DUST 
Cum Laude 
Northfield 




KA1HRYN FAY FERGUSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cedar 
MARY T. FISCHER 




TIM01HY DANIEL FRANKE 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
BARBARA). VIS.SER GABLER 
Long Prairie 
KAREN LYNN GAUSMAN 
Cum Laude 
Morris 





KRISflN LEA GII.DSE.11-I 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MARY BE.TI-I GOFFIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Melrose 
TAL BRETT GRAVEILE 
Anoka 
REBECCAJO GREEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cambridge 
GAIL FSIHER GR01ll 
Cum Laude 
Herman 
JACKI JO HAGEMEYER 
New Brighton 
SfACT ANN HAMMER 
lakeville 
MARYPAT HANNA5CH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tracy 
KEILY MARIE HAWS 
St. Cloud 
MICHEILE RUIH HEMPEL 
Maple Plain 
JULIA FRANCES HIEMENZ 
Roseburg, Oregon 
LINDA MARIE HOOLIHAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
BETIY LOUISE WARNER HOPPE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mora 
BECKY )FAN HOVEY 
Cum Laude 
Austin 
KA1HY RAE JOHNSON 
Big lake 
SUSAN LYNN JOHNSON 
St. Cloud 




LORI ANN JOSf 
St. Cloud 
KERRY )FAN KADING 
Summa Cum Laude 
Appleton, Wisconsin 




MARTI-IA L KIVISfO 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cokato 
SfEVEN M. KilNE 
St. Cloud 
JENEILE A KOMIDOR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chisholm 
MICHAEL AIAN KREBSBACH 
Virginia 
DIANE MARIE KUBES 
Inver Grove Heights 
SUZANNE MARIE IABFAUX 
Fridley 
PAUIA MARIA LEE 
Brooklyn Center 
PAUIA A LOFTE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello 
USA KAY LORENCE 
Eden Valley 




RENEE LYNN MAKI 
Cum Laude 
Grand Rapids 
EDWARD AU.EN MARCINIAK 
Proctor 
TIMO1HY JOSEPH MARTIN 
Brainerd 
ANNETfE F. MAY 
Cum Laude 
Browerville 
KEVIN JOHN MCCARTAN 
Eden Prairie 
NANCY ANN MCOONAID 
Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 





Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre 
KAlHRYN ANN MEYER 
Cum Laude 
Milaca 
CHRISTINE ANN MILLER 
Foley 
OORO1HY FAYE MILLER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cambridge 
RHONDA KAY MOBILIA 
Ely 
CARL W. MOSCHKAU 
Cum Laude 
St.Joseph 
lHERF.SA C. MUGGE 
Hoyt Lakes 
KAlHRYN JOAN NEL50N 
Atwater 




KRISTEN DIANE STERUNG NYUJND 
Magna Cum Laude 
Waite Park 
DONNA M. OIAFSON 
Cum Laude 
Forman, North Dakota 
jlJLlE ANN OL50N 
Plymouth 
CHRISfINE MARY OSBORNE 
Cum Laude 
Fridley 
KARIA MARIE SATTI.ER PEDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
LYNN PAIGE PEHRSON 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
CONNIE JO PETERS 
Redwood Falls 
SHARON MARIE PETERS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Blaine 
I.ORI MAE PETERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cosmos 
DANIEL WESLEY POSTI-IUMUS 
Stillwater 
RUill lHERESA PROM 
St. Cloud 
NANCY SODERBERG PRZYBYL5KI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
SUSAN ROSE PUNDSACK 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JULIANA ROSE RAICHE 
Cold Spring 
REBECCA ANN RAKOW 
little Falls 
JON CHARLES RAMBOW 
Raymond 
CAROL SUE RAMLER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Pennock 
VICTORIA ANN RECHEK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richfield 
RIAN HARIAN REED 
Grand Rapids 
LYNN RENEE RICHERT 
Stillwater 
CAROLJANET RIEMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alden 
DEBRA LYNN RITCHEY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka 
SUSAN MARY ROUFS 
Princeton 
CINDY SUE RULE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Spicer 
LYNN MARIE STACKEN SCHILLER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
EILEEN MARY SCHMIDT 
Cum Laude 
Monticello 
SHARON KAlHERINE SCHMIESING 
Sauk Centre 
WENDY MARIE SCHULTZ 
St. Cloud 
MARY JOLEEN SCHUMANN 
Comfrey 
DEBORA I.OU SHAW 
Tracy 
MICHAEL LEROY SHERIDAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
jFANNE MARIE SHERMER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton 
BRENDA M. STANG 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
CYN1HIA MARIE STANG 
Bellingham 
CHERYL ANN STOIP 
Monticello 
AMY MARIE SUUNAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richfield 
JOAN MARIE SWAN 
St. Cloud 
THERESA MARIE SWEET 
Brainerd 
KONIE MICHELLE THEISEN 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
GREGORY STEVEN lHIEIKE 
Hermantown 
SCOTT MICHAEL lHIEIMAN 
St.Joseph 
JOEL R lHOMPSON 
St. Cloud 





DINA MARIE VOUAN 
Spicer 
RENEE ANN WAIDORF 
St. Paul 
WENDY SUE WAl2 
Litchfield 
DAWN M. WELCH 
Sauk Rapids 
JANINE EllZABElH WESTIUND 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richfield 
VALERIE A WETZEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Little Falls 
REBEKAH I.OUISE WIL50N 









~ COllEGE OF FINE ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
Bachelor of Arts 
AMY ANN AAKER 
Lltchfield 
GEORGE LEWIS BEIDEN 
St. Cloud 
PHUNG SY DINH 
St. Cloud 
ELIE JOSEPH DUBAY JR 
St. Cloud 
STEPHEN JOHN ERNFSf 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
PAlRICIA K FISCHER 
Annandale 
ALEXANDER JOHN FISHER 
Sauk Rapids 
PAMEIA AIAYNE I.EE FORD 
Princeton 
USA MARIE HAIRE 
St. Cloud 
GARY JAMES JASDZEWSKI 
Sauk Rapids 
JENNIFER MARIE IAMB 
Rochester 





KIRSTEN LYNN MATIIE.50N 
St. Louis Park 
BETI-i ANNE MATIIEWSON 
St. Cloud 




VAUGHN FRANCIS MULCRONE 
Shakopee 
JENNIFER A NElSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Spring Lake Park 
CAROL LYNN PERRY 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
TAMMY MARIE PROVO 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre 
MARILYN ANN GISVOID RYBERG 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo Lake 





RANDALL JAY SORENSEN 
Zimmennan 
ROBERT DAI.E TAIAFOUS 
Hastings 
ROBERT PATRIK 1HOMPSON 
Plymouth 
ALFRED TRAVIS JR. 
Minneapolis 
CAROL MARIE WEISMAN 
Rockville 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
TERRY L BOEDER 
St. Cloud 
KA1HI.EEN MARIE HALLINAN 
St. Paul 
PAUIA MARIE HAMMEREL 
St. Cloud 
SCOTT WIUlAM KINGSI.EY 
Rochester 
PAMEIA MARGARET PRIBYL LEMIEUX 
Maple Lake 
BRIAN CHARLES SCHIEL 
Hugo 
DAWN RACHELLE TAil.ENT 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
MICHAEL BENNETT BABNEAU 
Coon Rapids 
GLEN MARK BROICH 
Cum Laude 
Sleepy Eye 
JFANNE MARIE FISH 
Crosby 
LYI.E ALLEN JOHNSON 
Willmar 
JUNE EUZABETI-i IAMB KMIECIK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Buffalo 
DARCY I.EE IAPOINTE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids 




MICHAEL EUGENE S1REFF 
Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids 
JOSEPH ROS.S TRESKA 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Science 
MOHAMED HARUN ABDUL-RAHMAN 
Cum Laude 
Selangor, West Malaysia 
SfEVEN ERVIN ADRIAN 
St. Anthony 
JACQUELINE KAY ALBERTSON 
Brainerd 
OOROTIIY EIAINE ANDERSON 
Bloomington 
SARAH CA1HERINE ANDERSON 
Blackduck • 
SUSAN JEANNINE ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
Cokato 
MARY EMERITA BECKER 
Randall 
ANNE MARIE BEIDEN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
USA ANN BERNING 
St. Michael 
JAMES L BERTRAM 
St. Cloud 
SANDRA I.FA BOHN 
Princeton 
CYNIHIA MARIE BORGERT 
Cum Laude 
Long Lake 
KA1HI.EEN MARIE BRESNAHAN 
St. Cloud 
DONNA MARIE BUCK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Zumbrota 
SUSAN KATI-IRYN BUFFINGTON 
Magna Cum Laude 
New London 
MICHELLE D. BUfLER 
Cum Laude 
Sartell 
BRUCE AIAN CAIRNS 
St. Cloud 
KAY EIAINE CAMERON 
Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Center 
HEIDI JOAN CARISON 
Watertown 
MICHAEL A CASEY 
Golden Valley 
JANICE GRACE COLVIN 
Waite Park 
SUSAN BETI-i DIELENTI-IEIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Stillwater 
MICHAEL FRANCIS OOYI.E 
Cum Laude 
St.Joseph 
MONICA ANN EISCHENS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Park Rapids 
MICHELLE ANNE ELLER 
Bloomington 
TAMARA K EVESIAGE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cannon Falls 




WllllAM T. FORSMAN 
Andover 
ANDREW JOHN FOS.SEN 
Long lake 
RICHARD JOHN FOX 
Brooklyn Park 
JEROME D. GIDE 
Coon Rapids 
JUDD TI-IOMAS GRAFE 
Stewartville 
MICHAEL TERRANCE GRAHAM 
Roseville 
JEFFREY LEE GRUNDSfROM 
Burnsville 
SHARI LINN GUfZMANN 
Faribault 
CURTIS jAME.5 HAIL 
Forest lake 
DAVID ERIC HANSEN 
Rochester 
MICHAELJAME.5 HART 
Summa Cum Laude 
Wright, Wyoming 
SHAWN MARIE HAZEN 
Rogers 
TIMOTI-IY LEE HENNAGIR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Richfield 
IAURIE IDUISE HERVIG 
Maplewood 
LEXY ANN HICKOK 
Mankato 
KEITI-1 EVERETT HISDAHL 
White Bear lake 
BRENAN MICHAEL HOFSTADTER 
Apple Valley 
KEVIN A HOSKINS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Fort Ripley 
HAL WllllAM HOUGHfON 
Eden Prairie 
RAE IONE HUDSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Akeley 
SfEPHANIE KAY JOHNSON 
Jackson 
TAMMY SUE KUIZKE 
Eden Prairie 
JENNIFER JOST KNEEN 
White Bear lake 
JOEL ADAM KNUDSEN 
Columbia Heights 









LORI A KRAWC2YNSKI 
Minneapolis 
AIAN PAUL KUMPUIA 
Anoka 
ROBERT MATHEW IAHR 
Grove City 
TERI LYNN IAPATKA 
New Ulm 
KENNETI-1 EIMER LIPPERT 
Cum Laude 
South Haven 
KRISTI EUZABE'IH LLEWEU.YN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Burnsville 
JACLYNN ELI.EN WITERMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Big lake 
SUFANN MARIE MACIACHIAN 
Plymouth 
JOHN T. MAERTENS 
Tracy 
MARILYNN E. MAil.AN 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MARK W. MCCOUAR 
Morris 
ANITA ROSE MCIAUGHUN 
Cum Laude 
Crystal 
DONNA CIAIRE Mill.ER 
Howard lake 
DFANNA DENISE MONIGAN 
St. Cloud 
KATHERINE ANN TOPPIN MUGGE 
St. Cloud 
KAREN )FAN MUMM 
Cold Spring 
JOHN JAY MURRAY II 
Eden Prairie 
JOSEPH SfEVEN NATHAN 
Cold Spring 
DAWN MICHELI.E NEI50N 
Magna Cum Laude 
Winthrop 
MICHELI.E MARIE NIKOIAI 
Isle 
BARRY JOHN PETERSON 
St. Cloud 
KARYN I.FA QUINN 
F.agan 
SUE HOYf RAGAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River 




TIMOTI-IY R RUFF 
Cum Laude 
Bloomington 
JOSEPH JOHN SAIA5KI 
St Cloud 
SCOTI W. SCHMOU. 
Olivia 
KARI LYNN SCHNEIDER 
Coon Rapids 
MARK AIAN SCHULTZ 
Glencoe 
BONNITA MARIE SIEGFORD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Foreston 
CHERYL ANN SOWADA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
MATIHEW EDWARD SPANIOL 
St. Cloud 
EUZABE'IH ANNE SfROBEL 
St. Cloud 
DALE SfEVEN TEUBER 
Hastings 
DAWN MARIE THAEMERT 
Hugo 
SARAH ANN TI-IINESEN 
Askov 
KRISTIN ANN TIJRNACUFF 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mora 




DARA I.FA WFSfRA 
Cum Laude 
St Cloud 
SHELI.EY MARIE WHEELOCK 
Cum Laude 
Apple Valley 
JEFFREY E. WILIDX 
St. Paul 
JEFFREY JON WINfERS 
St. Paul 





JEFFERY PAUL ZIMMEL 
Coon Rapids 
~ COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Bachelor of Arts 
SHAHZAD AHMAD 
St. Cloud 
JAMES SCOTT BASCHKY 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
DAVID WIWAM BEDFORD 
St. Paul 
BARTII FRANCIS BIERNAT 
Minneapolis 
BETI-1 A BLEE 
Cum Laude 
Lake City 
AMANDA I.OU CHOWEN 
Cum Laude 
Monticello 
BARBARA ANN DIERCKS 
Lake City 
JENNIFER LYNN EARLES 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
I.OREN GENE EGGEN 
Milaca 






WIWAM R. GIBBS 
Minnetonka 
PETER WIWAM GIESER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
MICHAEL ALLEN HALL 
Minneapolis 
PATRICK GREGORY HALL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 









DOUG ALLEN KNUD1SON 
Watertown, South Dakota 
MICHAEL GERARD KRAEMER 
St. Cloud 
PAUL DAVID LUNDERBY 
Litchfield 






Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
RAYMOND F. RAINER 
White Bear Lake 
RENEE MARIE RITZER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Wendel 
WIWAM NEIL SAIK 
Albany 
DANIEL AI.BERT SCHROM 
St. Cloud 
JHY-JER SHIEH 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TROY AIAN STIJRM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
DIANE MARIE TROUf 
Cum Laude 
Wadena 
TERF5A EWNE WELCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KARYN ROSE ZUPFER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Zumbrota 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
MICHAEL R. CHRISTENSEN 
Alexandria 
DFANNA MARIE RUPPERT 
Cum Laude 
Currie 
Bachelor of Science 
MARGARET ALICE EISCHENS AFFEIDT 
Park Rapids 
JAMES R. ANKIAN 
St. Cloud 
IVON R. ANTI-IONYSAMY 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
THOMA5 LEO ARDOIF 
St. Cloud 
MARK WYMAN ARMSTEAD 
St. Paul 
LEEANN MARY AUSTIN 
Brainerd 
BRUCE AIAN BABLER 
St. Cloud 
JEFFREY AI.BERT BAGSTAD 
Willmar 
MARK HENRY BANAL 
Sauk Centre 
CHARLES MARTIN BERGQUIST 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria 
BRET DAVID BIACKMAN 
New Richmond, Wisconsin 
BRIAN PAUL BLESI 
Albertville 
TERRY LYNN BRINK II 
Cum Laude 
Cloquet 
DAVID AI1AN BRISCO • 
Crystal 
DALE THOMA5 BROWN 
Cum Laude 
Dundas 
CHARLES ARLO BULL 
Platteville, Wisconsin 
DALE G. BUSCH 
New Prague 
BENJAMIN K BUXTON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elbow Lake 
GAYLE DIANE CARI.SON 
Buffalo 
JUIJE A COBORN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
CHARLES D. CORUSS 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
RICHARD A COSSAIRT 
Kimball 
HEIDI ANN DA5CHER 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo Lake 
STEVEN ROBERT DA5CHER 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo Lake 
DENISE I.OUISE DEJARWS 
Robbinsdale 
PETER ANDREW DOMEIER 
St. Cloud 
PAUL AIAN DYKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Worthington 
NEIL J. ECKE.5 
Elk River 




GREGORY DFAN EMERICK 
Buffalo 
BRIAN JAMES ERICKSON 
Plymouth 
I.DUIS PETER FIUPPI 
Little Falls 
SUSAN )FAN FISCHER 
Cum Laude 
Mora 
UNDSAY KATE FOGLER 
Cum Laude 
Way7.ata 
JAMES A FOWLER 
Fargo, North Dakota 





Buffalo Gap, South Dakota 
TIMOTIIY ERIC GABRIEL50N 
St. Louis Park 
MARY KAY GAMMON 
little Falls 
MICHAEL DFAN GERDTS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rochester 
DALE AllEN GILL 
Foley 
TAMMY L GOETZ 
Cum Laude 
Waconia 
MARY BEIH GORMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 




lHOMAS AlAN HAMIJNG 
Eagan 
CHABIIALL GOOPTA HANUMAN 
Bloomington 
KIP JOHN HARTIJNG 
Minneapolis 
DANIEL B. HEDBERG 
Forest Lake 
JAMES FRANCIS HEMERICK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Silver Lake 





BRENDA SUE FORTUNE HINKEMEYER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Annandale 






BRADLEY PETER JANORSO-IKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sartell 
DANIEL ARDEN JOHNSON 
Nicollet 
GAIL LYNN JOHNSON 
White Bear Lake 
JAMES VERNON KAETER 
Cum Laude 
Holdingford 
RICHARD FRANCIS KAUA 
St. Cloud 
DANIEL M. KANZ 
Maple Grove 
KIMBERLY KA1HRYN KFARIN 
Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
JODY ANN KELLER 
Owatonna 
BARBARA MARIE KIMBREIL 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL ARTIIUR KING 
Nis.5Wa 
DFAN J. KIRKEBY 
St. Cloud 
KIMBERLY ANN KNlITSEN 
Minnetonka 
TODD MICHAEL KOR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cottonwood 
TIMOTIIY DAVID KOSEL 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
JAMIE JEROME KUJAWA 
Staples 
lHOMAS LIND IABFAUX 
Cum Laude 
Fridley 
PATRICIA EILEEN IANG 
Osakis 
JARED PAUL IARSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Burnsville 
STEVEN DEIANE IARSON 
Coon Rapids 
CATHERINE ANN IAUDENBACH 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL H. LENZMEIER 
Coon Rapids 
SCOTT DWIGHT LEPPER 
Elk River 
MICHELLE MARIE WCKHARDT 
Anoka 
CIARENCE MELVIN MATSON 
Cum Laude 
Elk River 
.JAMES PHIWPS MCFAUL 
Gilbert 
RICHARD L MEYERS 
Edina 
JFANNE MARIE MINNERAlH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
SHANNON LEE MOODY 
Long Lake 
MATTHEW JOHN MORIAR'IY 
Coon Rapids 
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW MURRAY 
Carolina Beach, North Carolina 
SCOTT GORDON MYERS 
Hinckley 
DAVID SISTO NEMGAR 
Rochester 
BONNIE LEE NEVILLE 
Blaine 
HA 1HANH NGl.NEN 
Roseville 
KAY BECKER NIERENHAUSEN 
Richmond 
MICHAEL DAVID NORBY 
Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Center 
DEBRA ANN NOWAK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Wells 
HAROID DFAN OGILVIE 
Bigfork 
SCOTT WAYNE OHIAND 
Lltchfield 
ROBERT A PENAS 
Cum Laude 
Silver Lake 
lHOMAS A PETERSON 
New Brighton 
IRVIN lHOMAS PIERSKAUA 
St. Wendel 
lHOMAS AN1HONY RADDOHL 
Cum Laude 
Blaine 
MICHAEL WIWAM RADOVICH 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TIMOTIIY MARTIN RECH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
MARK DAVID REPPHUN 
Eden Prairie 
PATRICIA ANN RIDLEY 
West St. Paul 
RONAID SCOTT ROBERGE 
Fridley 
ANN MARIE ROHR 
Hastings 
JEFFREY J. ROONEY 
Osseo 
TAMARA W RVS.SELL 
Pine Island 
LISA ANN RYAN 
St. Peter 
MARK DAVID SAMPICA 
Zimmerman 
ROBERT FRANCIS SCHIEMANN 
Cum Laude 
Sartell 
RANDALL AllEN SCHMIDT 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 




ROBERT JOHN SENTA 
St. Cloud 
STTJART HAWLEY SHEETS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple, Wisconsin 
JOSEPH RICHARD SKOLTE 
Bertha 
BRADLEY GENE SOHLER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
GREGORY PHILIP SORELL 
Sartell 
DAVID JOSEPH SOUBA 
Hopkins 
CHERYL MARIE MEYER SPANIER 
St. Cloud 
TERRY G. STANGE 
Cum Laude 
Andover 
JAMES DANIEL STANGL 
Pierz 
DALE TODD STROMBACK 
Cum Laude 
Crystal 
CYNIHIA lHERESA SUFKA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
·KENNE1H JOSEPH TRISKO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre 
PAUL DAMIAN TRONFSS 
Glenwocxl 
GREGORY CHARLF.S VAN EECKHOUf 
long lake 
MICHAEL JOSEPH VANHEE 
Magna Cum La,ude 
Big lake 




RONAID JAMES WINKEIMAN 
St. Cloud 
~COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
BASSEM HAMDI AL-JAOUNI 
Cairo, Egypt 
ANIHONY R BACKES 
Cold Spring 
SCOTT CHRISTOPHER BAUMGAR1NER 
Brooklyn Center 
ROBERT WllllAM BFAVER 
St. Cloud 
SUSAN MARIE BENTI.EY 
Summa Cum La,ude 
Pequot lakes 
BRUCE AIAN BERGHORSf 
Champlin 
MARY BETH BESEKE 
Arlington 
DAVID W. BLESENER 
Little Canada 
MARK EDWIN BOSWELL 
Magna Cum La,ude 
Waubun 
MATTHEW KENT BROKL 
Cum La,ude 
Bloomington 
MARK GERAID BUSYN 
New Hope 
JOAN MARIE COAUETIE 
Alexandria 
ERIC BRADLEY FAIX 
Cum La,ude 
St. Cloud 
CRAIG BRYAN FORSMAN 
Coon Rapids 
SUSAN LEIGH GARWOOD 
Cum La,ude 
Mendota Heights 
KEVIN GEORGE GEISUNGER 
Watkins 
TROY JOHN GILCHRISf 
Cum La,ude 
Cloquet 
CORY DALE GIIMER 
Cokato 
KATHLEEN MARIE HEISLER 
Bloomington 
DAVID R HENGEL 
Magna Cum La,ude 
St. Cloud 




USA ANN HOLTAN 
Cum La,ude 
Elk River 
JEANE1TE ANN HOWEY 
CumLa,ude 
Fargo, North Dakota 
DONNA LEE JANOVSKY 
Montgomeiy 
BRADLEY JOHN JANOWSKI 
Glencoe 
CONNIE R JENSEN 
Zion, Illinois 




MATIHEW J. JOHNSON 
Pequot lakes 
SfEVEN OOUGIA5 JOHNSON 
Clara City 
SfEVEN SCOTI JOHNSON 
Cum La,ude 
Cloquet 
TIMOlHY MYRON KAIAHAR 
New York Mills 
TRACY LEANN KELLER 
Brooklyn Park 




ROSEMARIE KAY KOPIT2KE 
Summa Cum La,ude 
Morris 




IAWRENCE EDWARD KVAS 
Ely 
KEVIN LEE IANGER 
St. Cloud 
NATAIJE DEE IATZKA 
CumLa,ude 
St. Cloud 
NANCY ANNE UNK 
Magna Cum La,ude 
Monticello 
NF.AL GERARD LOIOOLT 
Summa Cum La,ude 
Sauk Rapids 
DAWN M. MADIAND 
Cum La,ude 
Stillwater 





Magna Cum La,ude 
Big lake 
BARBARA ANN MARTIN 
Minneapolis 
HFATHER CIARE MATISON 
Bemidji 
KIRSfAINE ANN MCNEE 
Cumla,ude 
Clearwater 
BRIAN JOHN MIES 
Watkins 
SANDRA MARIE MOYER 
Silver Bay 
NANCY LEA OHDEN OISON 
Sacred Heart 
SfEVEN AR1HUR OTIESON 
Bloomington 
SfEPHANIE MARIE PEDERSON 
F.agan 
BRADLEY ALLEN PETERSON 
Cum La,ude 
Crosby 
ROBERTA). BURDICK PETERSON 
Fridley 
JAMES J. POR1UGUE 
Magna CumLa,ude 
International Falls 
ANIHONY JOHN RAUCH 
St. Cloud 
DEIDRE EMILY RENCHIN 
St. Paul 
TIMOlHY SfEPHEN RHONEMUS 
Ithica, New York 
GREGORY R SCHIEMANN 
St. Paul 
SfEVEN DWAINE SCHILLER 
St. Cloud 
JOHN THOMAS SCHUESMAN 
Golden Valley-
MICHEIIB HELEN SCHMITT 
Coon Rapids 
ROXANNE JUDl1H SCHULTZ 
Elk River 
MOlURI MESHACK SIRO 
St. Paul 
JOSEPH PAUL SIZER 
Summa Cum La,ude 
St.James 
KATHLEEN ANN SfADTHER 
CumLa,ude 
Sauk Centre 




REBECCA LYNNE SfROM 
Duluth 




GARY SHANE SWANSON 
Fridley 
COREY JOSEPH SWEENEY 
St. Cloud 
JAMES JOHN 1HELEN 
Melrose 
GEORGE HERMON TOTIMEH 
Fridley 
DAVID JOEL VESLEDAHL 
Winger 
HEIDI D. VETTER 
Cum Laude 
Chan~en 
ROBERT UNERNE VOSS 
St. Michael 
JOHN PAUL WESf 
Buffalo 
MONICA MARIE WIWAMS 
Evergreen, Colorado 
RICHARD ANDREW WOLTER 
Sauk Rapids 
MARJFAN MARIE WORDEI.MAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rochester 
KIMBERLY M. ZAPPA 
Columbia Heights 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
DEBORAH LOIBSE BASTIAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bertha 
LORI )FAN RICK 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Science 
1HOMAS F. ACKLEY 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
SONYA CHAI.ESE ADAMS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Buffalo 
ALICE MARGARET ARNOID 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
NANCY BETii BONASERA 
Burnsville 
SUSAN KAY BRUGGERS 
Danube 
PHILIP JOHN CORBETT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Staples 
RICHARD TODD DAVIDSON 
Maple Grove 
NANCY LEE DYSON 
Cum Laude 
Rosemount 
MATIHEW CARL ETiiEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
LYNDA SUE HASBROUCK 
Rosemount 
KA1HI JO HECIMOVICH 
Hibbing 
LORI JANE HIIDMAN 
Huron, South Dakota 
PATRICIA ANN HINZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
Fairmont 
KRISTINE HELEN KAEHN 
Rochester 
MARY KAY KUHIMAN 
Brainerd 
DARICE MARIE LIPPERT 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Michael 
RICHARD L MCMORROW 
Cum Laude 
Burnsville 
JENNIFER A MUEILER 
Madison 
BETii DELORES ORTON 
Brooten 
SHARON KAYE OTIO 
Morgan 
MICHEL SUSAN PIANfZ 
Forest lake 
SHANNON MARY ROMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Foley 
MICHAEL ROGER SCHIILER 
Wadena 




MARVEILE FRIESE STONE 
Willmar 
ALONZO J. SYMAUA 
Long Prairie 
PHIUlP LEE TERBORG 




SUZANNE MARIE WELTER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Michael 
BRENDA SUE WINIHEISER 
Sleepy Eye 
ELECTIVE STIJD IES 
Associate in Arts 
DANA FAE AKERVIK 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
DENNIS FRED ANDERSON 
Plymouth 
RICHARD TODD BENEDICT 
Cum Laude 
Milaca 
CONSTANCE L DUFA 
Sauk Rapids 
RONDA MARIE GIIMER 
Mora 
TOBY LYNN GULLEKSON 
Fertile 
JEFFREY AI1AN JENSEN 
St. Cloud 
BRIAN CHARLES KROHN 
Cosmos 
JOHN D. LEMIRE 
St. Cloud 
JOSEPH MICHAEL WE1HMERS 
Albany 
TIMOlHY All.EN MCOONAID 
Rush City 
NIKKI SIUDEY MCGOWAN 
Racine, Wisconsin 
DANIEL LEROY PATTEN 
Palisade 
MARK HENRY ROSKE 
St. Cloud 




SCOTT CECIL SHERK 
Foley 
SUSAN USA SVITAK 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
JAMES DAVID TOUSIGNANT 
Hibbing 
BRADLEY E. TRICKEL 
St. Cloud 
DEANNA MARIE WEBER 
Anoka 
PAMEIA MARIE WOI.BECK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre 
DEBRA SUSAN WOOD 
Denver, Colorado 
Associate in Elective 
Studies 
TERRY KAY JEPSEN HAGEN 
Monticello 
JAMES MICHAEL HERDA · 
Albany 
GARY LEE RAND 
Avon 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 




JOSEPH C. FOX 
Baxter 
THOMA5JOHN GADD 
Storm lake, Iowa 
·MARCY }FAN HABEN 
Rochester 
KAY MARIE HANSON 
Lltchfield 




IDRI MARIE HIESERICH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
JON ANTIIONY IABORE 
Sauk Rapids 





Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada 
MARK W. NFALE 
Sauk Rapids 
CAROLINE ASWEGAN NELSON 
St. Cloud 
DAWN LYNN NELSON 
Waite Park 
CHARLES IDUIS PRIE&5 
Minneapolis 
KIMBERLY ANN PRIEVE 
Brownton 
TAMMY JO SCHOENROCK 
Alexandria 






SHIRLEY VERNETI WARD 
Chicago, Illinois 




The Academic Attire 
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic 
ceremonies goes back to the Middle Ages, when long-
sleeved, hooded gowns were necessaiy for warmth in the 
unheated stone colleges. Academic costume is at present 
worn in the United States by persons taking part in 
academic ceremonies in general, at commencement 
ceremonies, at baccalaureate seIVices, and at various 
inauguration ceremonies. 
Goums. The bachelor's gown is a relatively simple 
kind falling in straight lines from a fairly 
elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing 
characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. 
The master's gown is similar, except for the 
sleeves. The doctor's gown is an elaborate 
costume marked by velvet panels down the 
front and around the neck as well as by 
three bars of the same material on the bell-
shaped sleeves. 
Hoods. The greatest degree of symbolism is shown 
by the hood. Bachelors here do not wear 
the hood. The hood has velvet edging 
which indicates the area of specialization. 
The inside of the hood is satin and indicates 
by its color the college or university which 
granted the degree. St. Cloud State 
University's colors are deep cardinal and 
black. 
Caps. The square "Oxford cap" or mortarboard of 
serge or broadcloth with a stiff crown is 
worn for most degrees. The tassel that hangs 
to the side is switched from the right to the 
left at the moment the degree is awarded. 
The Commencement Ceremony as a whole affirms the 
value of learning to society, recognizes the cooperation 
of many people, on and off the campus, who have 
contributed to the learning enterprise and, above all, 
celebrates the effort and achievement (symbolized by 
diplomas, degrees and dress) of the graduates 
themselves. 
The Mace. The mace originated as a staff or club used 
in the Middle Ages for breaking armor. It 
evolved into a ceremonial symbol of 
authority used in legislative bodies, 
universities, and other governmental units. 
The University Mace was created by David 
I.andwehr out of the white cedar flag pole 
from Old Main which was built in 1874 and 
razed in 1948. The carved designs on the 
mace head which are decorated with gold 
leaf symbolize the five undergraduate 
colleges of the University and were created 
by Merle Sykora, Associate Professor of Art. 
Mr. Sykora also designed the colorful school 
banners depicting the College of Business 
(drab), College of Education (light blue, 
lemon, sage green), College of Fine Arts 
and Humanities ( white, brown, crimson, 
pink, silver gray, dark blue), College of 
Science and Technology ( orange, golden 
yellow), and College of Social Sciences 
(citron, copper). 
America, the Beautiful 
0 beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountain majesties 
Above the fruited plain 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea. 
University Hymn 
~r1;~file L ~ I nttJ. ,t:; J 
1. Sing to thee, our Alma 
2. By the riv ... er's flow ... ing 
J 
Harvey Waugh 
J J I r· J, J J r ~ 
Mater, high on oak--crowned banks, 
wa ... ters, by its is -- lands fair, 
j Jir- pJ .JI J. 1 J 1$p\9 J. j J J 
Em-- blem of our search for know ... ledge, symbol of our youth ... ful ranks. 




'r I F" f if' r 
Filled with fires of true am ... bi ... tion, let us ev ... er be; 
May they with sin ... cere am ... bi ... tion, 
1$uV f' I J J 
Loy... al to thy fine tra ... di ... tion. 
through the years e'er be; 
I r J, r· j! a. ~ 
Hail, St. Cloud, to thee! 
Loy... al to thy fine tra ... di ... tion. Hail, St. Cloud, to thee! 
II 
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